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As  I have often

said, these Bulletins are not read well or steadily, but they do

advise all readers what is happening outside of the confines of the

static 5
th

 epochal revelation. 

• Since the revelation is a book only, there is nothing new to

read but to assimilate text as presented in 1934-1935,

1942-1944, and in 1952 by Mantutia Melchizedek

relinquishing his post on Urantia in defense of the First

Revelatory Commission and its desire to finish other

projects of epochal revelation outside of Urantia.

•      For that reason it has become necessary to issue bulletins as

updates to the readership, and this is likely one of the last ones

I will ever have to issue again in my obligation to the Father

who has requested we issued this one, Bulletin 60.

•     The purpose of this Bulletin is to advise the readership that

new epochal revelation has be prescribed an written, and to

speak to the circumstances of such to come to your attention at

least as a subscriber to the 5
th

 epochal revelation in the past.

•      We conclude this introduction by saying we have selected

four topics to inform you of ; read it as you will, for they are

subjects which will sooner or later change your life.  Thank you

for your time and attention.  I am  Ronald L. Besser for the

Magisterial Foundation.
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Second Return

I have provided a great deal of information regard this concept,
and I am not going to do it again.  But I am going to update you what we have so far
insofar as the Second Return is valid.  

As of November 14, 2021 Jesus has let it be known that his structure to
appear has to include two harsh requirements for Urantia to behave for and take on
as a solemn duty to behold his physical form.

He chooses to let all understand it is preference that it take place before the
2021 year ends.  Obviously we are playing a very close to the wall schedule when
writing this on Novermber14th, but then it is typical of spirit to do things we think
are impossible to achieve in the moment.  Jesus speaks often through our network of
updated mission materials seven days a week, but it is too much for some to take
that issue on as it cuts into the workday and while we have no reason to change our
seven days a week schedule, we commiserate this is hard to catch for most of you.

However, Lightlines are live and a tape is made and registered on the
discussion forum FathersLightLine.com and https://forum.serara.org/index.php?board=194.0

These are Urantia Book subjects but in updated events and language.
Preparation of schedule for the Second Return is entirely in the hands of the

Deity Absolute and with Jesus Himself and are not subject to any proposed schedule
either by Salvington or Paradise.  Here is a direct transmission from Jesus Christ
through a transmitter quite capable of reaching the Circle of Infinity as well, and this
particular transmission is from UVERSA and a plenum of discussion going on as we
transcribe the message.

JESUS: As this transmitters is late in getting this out and going I must be brief as
there are more than this one transmission that must go out to the Planetary System
of Satania.

We are quite aware the reasons for the slow down, but we chastise him not
for he is busy with so many other things he gets hammered for tardy schedules most
of the day up here.  Nonetheless, we are running a tight schedule for Urantia now.

I have been in material form on Urantia for the past six weeks and taking my
time to interview people on the street as to their expectations as to the truth about
Jesus being known and how they expect him to return.  Most have no inkling who
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Jesus is and for that reason I suggest many of you who are interested at least
educate your next door neighbor how I, Jesus, fit into your planetary history.

Second, I am fully discered no where except on the Serara Forum, and even
there there are great discrepancies of how I am viewed, with most members fully
declaring neutrality of state of mind and letting it ride on tape only.  As a result of
my inquiries on the man on the street and the thought processing that is done on the
discussion forum reference by web site above, I have concluded Urantia is as close
to dead spiritually as any planet I have ever visited during my duties as a pre-
finaliter.  I am now not only a Finaliter, but I am also of Deity persuasion as a gift of
the Father to me in my ascension.

Thirds, I am capable of much, but in my physical arraignment I have no
miracles planned nor do I expect much outpouring except among the born again, and
there is so much trouble we have to fight them too.  

There was a Roll Call of Justice done on 3 November 202.  
There were several born again individuals awaiting in the morontial grid

preparing for transport to the resurrection worlds.  Several of them bulked and
refused to move and would not enter the transport seraphim until Jesus Himself
would appear and escort them.  That does not work anyone.  You are reminded that
Jesus is no longer in the Local Universe of Nebadon, and for that reason is never
present at resurrections any longer.
 Further let it be known that the entire sequence of resurrection is now totally
different from the Urantia Book description and for good reason: most of you are
totally ignorant of a major insurrection and could care less that it has pulled down
the old Planetary Government AND all of the buildings associated with it. 
Machiventa Melchizedek is to return as your planetary manager, one called the
Planetary Prince, but Melchizedek has insisted that title be dropped.

Today is the 14th of Novermber, 2021 as this is being written, and we have
nothing to report as far as the exact date of my physical appearance, but as this
transmitters has said, it is still scheduled before the end of the year, 2021.

I leave no more said until we have a better understanding just how I am to
report to Urantia while I must resign my holdings on Urantia as of today by Order of
the Most Highs.  I did, and I still do not know why.  JESUS OF NAZARETH.

The MOST HIGHS OF EDENTIA AND NORLATIADEK.
WE elect to speak directly through this transmitter and advise that the Jesus
Bestowal remains to be seen by the end of 2021.  However, the reprehensible
behavior of so many on Urantia must be called down.  The insurrection on 6 January
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involving your legislative body Capitol, is a notice to the Most Highs that the United
States has enetered a seriously difficult period in order to maintain its suzerainty as
a Republic under One God.  In God We Trust is emblazoned on your currency and
coin, yet there is no sigh of trust much less of God in any sustainable way any
longer.
          For that reason we have cajoled JESUS to refrain from any physical
appearance until there is more peace and security on Urantia, but that keeps failing
with the American President baring his teeth at China for any and all reasons, and
the Middle East is brewing for a big-time war if it is not defused by the political
powers in that region.  We are the Most Highs and determine the set of nations to
explore their own power and suzerainty completely.  For that reason Russia, the
Ukraine, China, Iran, Iraq, Lebanon and Jordan, are holding nothing but firecrackers
in their hands, and will relieve no one of the terror of an Iranian revolution brewing
quite steadily in the capital of Riyadh.  We have warned Jesus to be aware that
extreme danger exists in most Middle East capitals, and that they can erupt shortly if
pressed too hard by the United States and Israel to provide vaccines for a population
which cares not at all for vaccination. 

We are now sure that the cabal let loose on Urantia is fomenting revolution
and for that reason we warn that the divine missions on Urantia are in grave danger
of default if general war breaks out.

Today there was a general Lightline held by Ron Besser both as transmitter
and emcee, as the regular celestial being who does that work warned everyone that
the tear of despair was in the eye of the transmitter and he would require surgery
almost at once for a torn ligament in the back of his left eye.  It is no longer in
danger but his physical pain has reached a new high, and a warning was sent to the
cabale they were in danger for their lives if this developed further.  Such is the
practice now of the remnants of the Lucifer rebellion and the seraphic insurrection
that we are warning all there is no civil order anymore on Urantia and it must be
declared invalid and in spirit default yet again.  This makes planetary default on
Urantia so common most celestials have lost count.  And you are heading for more
if we do not stop the insurrection and call out chips back as to trust and care for so
many groups residing on planet URANTIA.

Our work as Most Highs is seriously impaired and we must rely on this
transmitter to hold back on his invective over the Lucier incursion and seraphic
insurrection as he care not they may kill him but cares very much that his discovery
on how to transmit wireless electricity to all around the world is fully patented and
ready for grid building for everyone.  That is among the work of the Most Highs as
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well and he is now prepared to work with the IEEE and ISTO to provide a support
network if they ever listen and are shoing no sign of wanting to know more for some
reason.

The MOST HIGHS now work alone on Urantia since the Midwayers have
abandoned it, and several new orders of beings have been evacuated including
Besser’s counsel and priviledged ranks of the Midwayers he uses to straighten out
misconceptions about planetary history.  We leave all for now for this:

JESUS insists on appearing on Urantia briefly in the flesh and may leave
immediately after doing so in order to appease the militias forming in the United
States to become vigilante groups which will be seriously cut down by the proposed
Spirit Regency, which some of you know about, but most prefer never to hear the
updates and that is a large update that is not disseminated anymore for reasons of
the State secrets involved now.  

This Transmitter has written a book about the future position of Jesus for
Urantia called, “The Crown, The Tomb  and The Coronation: The Imminent Return
of Christ”, available in most book stores lately.  It is a sleeper and probably
contains more than you know at all.  We are the Most Highs and leave with the
request that no one attempt to stem the mob that will gather when JESUS suddenly
appears to happen one night on your television to announce his appearance.  As Ron
says, it is already November 14, 2021 and we have not much time to prepare.  We
are the Most Highs and welcome all to understand how we work as even most
Urantia book readers do not really know anymore what we do and who we are.

The NEW EPOCHAL REVELATION

Briefly: The 4th epochal revelation is authorized to appear.  Its two Volumes total
3,153 pages.  The first volume contains manypapers of the 5th epochal revelation. 
Dissemination of Vol I is scheduled sometime between March and June of 2022.

Vol II contains 1,435 pages and contains a huge new section on the
Cosmology of Infinity.  It will contain 1,000 pages of the new biography of Jesus.

The Magisterial Foundation will archive and present the new 4th epochal
revelation.  We have explained why above it appears as the 4th epochal revelation
this time.  Since all of you have been warned that the 5th epochal revelation is now
in serious error, we advise the universe is still prepared to make sure the book is no
longer sold or distributed.  There is now serious error in its text.
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ULTIMATON USE DISCOVERED
THERE IS NOW A RADICAL NEW TECHNOLOGY

TO BROADCAST ELECTRICITY WITHOUT WIRES TO CARS AND HOMES

Since it is I who discovered this secret let me use the first person to briefly describe
what miracle use of Ultimatons I have found and we are now in the process of an
independent patten from the US Patent office.

I dare not say too much as it is sensitive and confidential until the patent is
published, which we estimate may be as late as the coming 2022 in the month of
June.  Of course I much prefer we do that way before that but the bureaucracy is
terrible to wade through and we have to wait like anybody else.

I wrote out the details including how to wire the transmission tower.  Of interest to
Urantia Book readers to understand how I reasoned it into being, it is thanks to the
disclosures in the 5th epochal revelation.  It has just been sitting there for over 75
years and nobody bothered to apply it.  

Ultimatons have a curious thing about them: they allow the modification of
preparticles.  And that is all I had to do to figure out how to transmit electricity off a
broadcast tower by modifying the electron so it got a lot lighter and convert to a
muon.

You see, if you can figure out how to kick an ultimaton out of an electron, you
change the electron so much it likes to fly through the air like as super jet plane.  I
learned how to remove the ultimaton out of an electron bu understanding
preparticles better.  Now now speed of sounc, but the speed-of-light muon is at the
utility’s service.  That is correct, we are now in the business of sending out
MUONS, not electrons, and the muon can be transmitted almost on your FM radio
dial and at the speed of light velocities.

This invention will fully remove carbon emissions from burning natural gas, coal, or
oil, or gasoline, and provide automobiles with no emissions and a free flow of 
electricity without battery recharges necessary.  In fact no batteries in an electric car
are needed as I send electricity off the tower as an alternating current 110/120 @
60HZ.  It goes off the tower at a full 20 megawatts strong and no storm or poles or
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wires down stops electricity flowing to anyone anymore. 

Where does the Ultimaton show up best in this?  Here is a little graphic to show
you.

And this graphic showing the concept of modifying preparticles by
manipulating the ultimatons in them.  These are for example:
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